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Consider how hard it is to change yourself and you'll understand what little chance you
have in trying to change others.
- Braude, Jacob M.

To be yourself in a world that is constantly trying to make you something else is the
greatest accomplishment.
- Emerson, Ralph Waldo

One cannot walk through an assembly factory and not feel that one is in Hell.
- Auden, W. H.

Of all the inhabitants of the inferno, none but Lucifer knows that hell is hell, and the secret
function of purgatory is to make of heaven an effective reality.
- Bennett, Arnold

To appreciate heaven well, it's good for a person to have some fifteen minutes of hell.
- Carleton, Will

Abandon all hope, you who enter here!
- Dante Alighieri
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Hell is oneself, hell is alone, the other figures in it merely projections. There is nothing to
escape from and nothing to escape to. One is always alone.
- Eliot, T. S.

Hell is where everyone is doing his own thing. Paradise is where everyone is doing God's
thing.
- Howard, Thomas

There is no greater hell than to be a prisoner of fear.
- Johnson, Ben

The hottest place in Hell is reserved for those who remain neutral in times of great moral
conflict.
- King Jr. Martin Luther

The safest road to hell is the gradual one -- the gentle slope, soft underfoot, without
sudden turnings, without milestones, without signposts.
- Lewis, C. S.

Those who promise us paradise on earth never produced anything but a hell.
- Popper, Karl
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For mortal men there is but one hell, and that is the folly and wickedness and spite of his
fellows; but once his life is over, there's an end to it: his annihilation is final and entire, of
him nothing survives.
- Sade, Marquis De

Hell is other people.
- Sartre, Jean-Paul

A perpetual holiday is a good working definition of hell.
- Shaw, George Bernard

Here there is no hope, and consequently no duty, no work, nothing to be gained by
praying, nothing to be lost by doing what you like. Hell, in short, is a place where you have
nothing to do but amuse yourself.
- Shaw, George Bernard

The vague and tenuous hope that God is too kind to punish the ungodly has become a
deadly opiate for the consciences of millions.
- Tozer, A. W.

One of the horrors of hell is the undying memory of a misspent life.
- Unknown, Source
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It does not require a decision to go to hell.
- Unknown, Source

The gates of Hell are open night and day; smooth the descent, and easy is the way: but,
to return, and view the cheerful skies; in this, the task and mighty labor lies.
- Virgil

We are indeeed being led to a pit, as it was written
- Dye, James

Immature love says: I love you because I need you. Mature love says: I need you
because I love you.
- Fromm, Erich

Progress is impossible without change, and those who cannot change their minds cannot
change anything.
- Shaw, George Bernard

Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things that you didn't do than
by the ones you did do. So throw off the bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch
the trade winds in your sails. Explore. Dream. Discover.
- Twain, Mark
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Help others achieve their dreams and you will achieve yours.
- Brown, Les

Clouds come floating into my life, no longer to carry rain or usher storm, but to add color
to my sunset sky.
- Tagore, Rabindranath

No, no, we are not satisfied, and we will not be satisfied until justice rolls down like waters
and righteousness like a mighty stream.
- King Jr. Martin Luther

We are never deceived; we deceive ourselves.
- Goethe, Johann Wolfgang Von

I'd rather be a failure at something I love than a success at something I hate.
- Burns, George

Opportunity dances with those who are ready on the dance floor.
- Brown Jr., H. Jackson

Public money is like holy water; everyone helps himself to it.
- Proverb, Italian
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Words are alive; cut them and they bleed.
- Emerson, Ralph Waldo

You'll always miss 100% of the shots you don't take.
- Gretzky, Wayne

Never tell a young person that anything cannot be done. God may have been waiting
centuries for someone ignorant enough of the impossible to do that very thing.
- Holmes, John Andrew

Only when the last tree has been cut down; Only when the last river has been poisoned;
Only when the last fish has been caught; Only then will you find that money cannot be
eaten.
- Proverb, American Indian

The liar's punishment is not in the least that he is not believed, but that he cannot believe
anyone else.
- Shaw, George Bernard

Liars are always ready to take oaths.
- Alfieri, Vittorio, Conte Di

Never chase a lie. Let it alone, and it will run itself to death. I can work out a good
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character much faster than anyone can lie me out of it
- Beecher, Lyman

It takes a wise man to handle a lie, a fool had better remain honest.
- Douglas, Norman

Finish each day and be done with it. You have done what you could. Some blunders and
absurdities no doubt crept in; forget them as soon as you can. Tomorrow is a new day;
begin it well and serenely and with too high a spirit to be encumbered with your old
nonsense.
- Emerson, Ralph Waldo

No one has ever learned fully to know themselves.
- Goethe, Johann Wolfgang Von

You can do very little with faith, but you can do nothing without it.
- Butler, Samuel

You can give without loving, but you cannot love without giving.
- Carmichael, Amy

Here's to the crazy ones. The misfits. The rebels. The trouble-makers. The round heads in
the square holes. The ones who see things differently. They're not fond of rules. And they
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have no respect for the status-quo. You can quote them. Disagree with them. Glorify, or
vilify them. But the only thing you can't do is ignore them. Because they change things.
They push the human race forward. And while some may see them as the crazy ones, we
see genius. Because the people who are crazy enough
to think they can change the world <br/>
Are the ones who do.
- Apple Computer

He that blows the coals in quarrels that he has nothing to do with, has no right to complain
if the sparks fly in his face.
- Franklin, Benjamin

He that can have patience can have what he will.
- Franklin, Benjamin
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